LIST OF 'A' ITEMS

Subject: 3564th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

Date: 12 and 13 October 2017
Venue: Luxembourg

Non-legislative activities

1. "Prüm Decisions" - Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to dactyloscopic data in Portugal
   = Adoption
   12628/17 JAI 841 DAPIX 308 CRIMORG 161 ENFOPOL 434 ENFOCUSTOM 207
   9898/17 DAPIX 223 CRIMORG 116 ENFOPOL 286 ENFOCUSTOM 146
   JAI 566
   + COR 1 (de)
   7309/17 DAPIX 92 CRIMORG 62 ENFOPOL 125 ENFOCUSTOM 72
   JAI 245
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

2. "Prüm Decisions" - Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to VRD in the Czech Republic
   = Adoption
   12630/17 JAI 842 DAPIX 309 CRIMORG 162 ENFOPOL 435
   ENFOCUSTOM 208
   9893/17 DAPIX 222 CRIMORG 115 ENFOPOL 285 ENFOCUSTOM 145
   JAI 564
   7242/17 DAPIX 87 CRIMORG 57 ENFOPOL 118 ENFOCUSTOM 67 JAI 230
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017
3. "Prüm Decisions" - Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to dactyloscopic data in Greece
   = Adoption
   12828/17 JAI 871 DAPIX 314 CRIMORG 165 ENFOPOL 443
   ENFOCUSTOM 213
   + COR 1
   10476/17 DAPIX 238 CRIMORG 125 ENFOPOL 325 ENFOCUSTOM 160
   JAI 614
   9119/17 DAPIX 183 CRIMORG 100 ENFOPOL 230 ENFOCUSTOM 118
   JAI 417
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

4. Draft Council conclusions on the implementation of the general provisions on data protection of Chapter 6 of Council Decision 2008/615/JHA - Evaluation of Portugal with regard to automated exchange of VRD
   = Adoption
   12632/17 JAI 843 DAPIX 310 CRIMORG 163 ENFOPOL 436
   ENFOCUSTOM 209
   11267/1/17 REV 1 DAPIX 264 CRIMORG 138 ENFOPOL 362
   ENFOCUSTOM 176 JAI 695
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

5. Draft Council Decision on the putting into effect of certain provisions of the Schengen acquis relating to the Visa Information System in the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania
   = Adoption
   12411/17 VISA 366 FRONT 394 COMIX 634
   10161/17 VISA 228 FRONT 267 COMIX 431
   + COR 1
   + COR 2 (bg)
   + COR 3 (lt)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

6. Draft EU - Ethiopia readmission procedure in practice
   = Approval
   12823/17 MIGR 194 COAFR 264
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

7. Draft EU - Gambia good practices for the efficient operation of the return procedure
   = Approval
   12822/17 MIGR 193 COAFR 263
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

8. Final report of the seventh round of mutual evaluations on "The practical implementation and operation of the European policies on prevention and combating cybercrime"
   = Information to the Council
   12711/1/17 REV 1 GENVAL 79 CYBER 136 CATS 98 JAI 855
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 04.10.2017
   = Adoption
   12646/17 COSI 214 JAI 844
   12650/17 COSI 215 JAI 845
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 04.10.2017

10. Draft Council Decision amending Decision 1999/70/EC concerning the external auditors of the national central banks, as regards the external auditor of the Banco de Portugal
    = Adoption
    12490/17 UEM 258
    11876/17 UEM 250
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

11. Transparency - Public access to documents
    Confirmatory application
    a) No 18/c/01/17
    b) No 21/c/01/17
    11887/17 INF 148 API 103
    12320/17 INF 160 API 114
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.10.2017

12. Memorandum of Understanding between the Islamic Republic of Iran and the European Union on cooperation on climate change
    = Approval of signature on behalf of the European Union
    12644/17 CLIMA 249 ENV 779 ENER 371 IRAN 4
    approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 04.10.2017

13. 36th Annual meeting of the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) (Hobart, Australia, 16-27 October 2017)
    = Establishment of the EU position
    12582/17 PECHE 358 ENV 774
    + ADD 1
    approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 11.10.2017